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Abstract
From bioenergetics, fluid mechanics and aerodynamics, we show that if the
atmospheric pressure was higher at the time of the dinosaurs than it is today, we would be
able to resolve a number of anomalies which puzzle scientists today. These concern how
a giant pterosaur (quetzalcoatlus, with a 12-15 m wingspan) had enough power to fly;
also, how a giant dinosaur (apatosaur, with a 12.5 m long neck) was able to pump blood
up to its brain.
------------------------------------------------------

Scientists have exhaustively studied Earth’s surface extracting its history from
rocks and ocean bottoms. However, little attention has been given to the history of
Earth’s atmosphere because its historical record is ephemeral. In fact, most scientists
have just accepted that the atmosphere was not much different in the past from what it is
today. True, some [1, 2] have speculated that the CO2 concentration was as much as 800
times larger than today’s value, or about 0.25 bar, but little else is assumed to differ.

The Bioenergetic Problem of the Quetzalcoatlus
In the Cretaceous fossil record we find flying creatures which have an estimated
mass between 86 and 100 kg [3]. The Washington DC Museum of Natural History
displays a full sized model of the Quetsalcoatlus having a 13-15 m wingspan, while a
Texas find is estimated to have a wingspan of 15.5 m [4]. This is about half the wingspan
of a Boeing 737 commercial airliner, see Fig 1. How could such a large creature fly?
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Figure 1. Wingspan of
a quetzalcoatlus
compared to today’s
largest bird and a
Boeing 737 jet aircraft.

Today, the world’s largest flying birds, the South American condor, the Australian
kori bustard, and the largest European swan have wingspans no more than 4 m.
Considering the limitation of skeletal and muscle structure, physiologists and
aerodynamicists [5, 6] estimate that these birds which weigh up to 14.5 kg, represent the
upper size limit of creatures that can support and propel themselves through air. How
then could 86-100 kg creatures fly in the age of dinosaurs, 64-100 Mya? Let us look at
this anomaly.
The power of resting warm-blooded creatures (in effect, their metabolic rate) is
represented by the mouse-to-elephant curve [6], see Fig. 2, with its representative
equation

Figure 2. The “mouse-toelephant” curve shows that
the power of a warm blooded
animal is proportional to its
mass to the 0.734 power, as
given by eq. 1.
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Power available ∝ M0.734

(1)

where M is the creature’s body mass.
Now the minimum power needed for the level flight of any creature was given by
Renard [7] over a century ago as
Power needed ∝

M3 2
ρ1 2 A 1 2

(2)

where A is the wing area of the creature and ρ is the air density. It was pointed out by
von Karman [8] that this expression is essentially what is used today by aerodynamicists
and aircraft designers to represent the power needed to keep an aircraft aloft, from Piper
Cub to the largest of passenger planes.
If L represents the size of the flying creature, then for creatures of different size
but of similar geometry
M ∝ L3

Mass,

A∝L

(3)
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Wing area,

Replacing eq. 3 in eq. 2, we find that the power needed for a creature to fly is given by
M7 6
Power needed to fly ∝ 1 2
ρ

(4)

This is shown in Fig. 3.
Let us compare the power needed to fly with the power available, all at 1 bar, see
Fig 4. This graph shows that there is always a maximum size above which no creature
can fly. This limit today is the 4 m wingspan 14.5 kg bird. But how do we explain the
existence of the 15 m wingspan , 86-100 kg quetzalcoatlus? The explanations which have
been forwarded today are as follows:
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Figure 3. Aeronautics plus
thermodynamics tells that the
power needed to stay aloft
depends on the creatures mass
and the atmospheric density, as
given by eq. 2.

Figure 4. The maximum mass of
today’s flying birds is 14.5 kg.
Heavier birds can fly in denser air.

1. The biology of these ancient flyers differs from today’s flyers in that they were
more efficient in their use of oxygen, living at a much higher metabolic rate.
this would put them far above the present day mouse-to-elephant curve. From
biological considerations this is quite unlikely, see Fig. 2.
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2. These creatures were not true flyers. They stay on the ground and waited for a
strong wind. With a wind speed of over 5 m/s they would spread their wings
and glide about.
3. They sat on top of hills peering down. When they spied dinner hopping about
down below they would swoop down, snatch their meal and then trudge back
up the hill, to rejoin their cousins there, see Fig 5.

Figure 5. One theory
holds that pterosaurs
may only have glided
rather than flown.

However, an analysis by Bramford and Whitfield [9] raised all sorts of difficulties with
these explanations. They suggest:
1. The pteranodon could not stand bipedally because its legs were positioned
wrongly on its body, see Smith [5].
2. It probably slid along on its stomach by reaching forward with its legs gripping
the ground with its feet and pulling itself along, as does a crawling bat. Hankin
and Watson [10] and Abel [11] come to similar conclusions.
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3. Most importantly, large pteranodons appear to have lacked the physical power
to perform hovering, thus could not have taken off from level ground. So it
probably lived at edges of cliffs, see Romer [12] and Fig. 5.
4. To counter this deficiency others proposed that the Andes in the southern half
of South America somehow did not exist 60 Mya, so the strong westerly winds
(the “roaring 40’s”) could sweep practically continuously across the low-lying
continent unopposed by any mountain range. This allowed pterosaurs to fly,
see Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Southern South America minus the
Andes mountain range will allow strong prevailing
westerly winds to blow continually.

All these difficulties lead to improbable scenarios. To have survived and thrived
for millions of years, these flyers had to be fast, efficient, and well adapted to their
environment. Since the power needed is lower at higher atmospheric pressure, see eq. 2,
let us propose an alternate explanation, that
the atmosphere in the Cretaceous period was
different from today’s in that it was denser.
Comparing masses (86-100 kg vs. 14.5 kg) and assuming geometrical similarity, eq. 1
and eq. 4 combined tell that the atmospheric pressure at the time of the quetzalcoatlus had
to be about 3.2-4.8 bar. This is significantly greater than today’s 1 bar. Graphically, we
illustrate this conclusion in Fig 4.
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The Aeronautical Problem of the Quetzalcoatlus
From a different point of view, from flight energetics, Figs. 7 and 8 show the great
flight diagram of Tennekes [13] (quezalcoatlus point added here). These diagrams clearly
show that the points for the pteranodon and the quetzalcoatlus are far from the
correlation for all of today’s birds, today’s insects and today’s aeroplanes. To bring these
points to the correlation line would require having a significantly higher gas density.
We know of no other scenario which can account for and explain why the
metabolic rate of these giant flyers differs from all other warm blooded fliers, and why
the flight energetics of pterosaurs is not consistent with all other flyers – from the
smallest of insects, to birds and aircraft, all the way to the Boeing 747 (see Fig. 7).

The Problem of Pumping Blood to the Head and Brain of a Giant Dinosaur
There has been much discussion about how these giant dinosaurs were able to
pump blood to their brains. Let us start by comparing a giant apatosaur with a giraffe, an
elephant, and man as shown in Fig. 9

Apatasaur

Giraffe

Elephant

Man

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Weight

35 tons

1.5 tons 5 tons

75 kg

Neck length

12.5 m

2.5 m

?

a few cm

Heart size

?

12 kg

?

1.5 kg

Pumping rate of blood

?

10 L/s

?

0.1 L/s

These numbers suggest that the dinosaur heart should not weigh more that one ton.
However, Pedley [14], taking into account the blood flow rate and the fact that the blood
has to be pumped 10 or more meters upward, suggests that the heart should weigh about
5 tons. Whether one ton or 5 tons, it would be a giant heart pumping blood up to a high
pressure, somewhat like that of an automobile tire.
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Figure 7. Prehistoric flyers do not correlate with today’s birds, insects and aircraft.

Figure 8. The bird section
of Fig. 7.

Figure 9. Relative
size of animals.
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To overcome the problem of pumping blood to such heights paleontologists have
all sorts of suggestions. First of all, Bakker [15] suggested that these giant creatures had
to have more than one heart to be able to pump blood up the neck, see Fig. 10a. However,
this represents a most unlikely physiology.
A second group, Seymour and Lillywhite [16], said that dinosaurs held their necks
horizontal or sloping downward slightly. A complex computer model by Stevens and
Parish [17] seems to indicate that the apatosaur, with its unusual bone structure and its
12.5 m long neck, would be unable to lift its head more than 3-4 m, thus lending weight
to this idea. Figure 10b shows the horizontal-necked dinosaur.
Other creative life scientists, Seymour et al [18] calling upon their imaginations,
came up with still another idea; that dinosaur hearts were located, not in their chests, but
up in their necks. This is shown in Fig. 10c.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 10. Proposed explanations.
Dinosaurs with multiple hearts [15].
Horizontal necked dinosaurs who cannot raise their heads [17].
Dinosaurs with their hearts near their heads. This requires that the
lungs be near the heart, but I do not know how to show this in the figure
[18].
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Still another group of scientists proposed using siphons. Let us look at these
devices. Figure 11 shows three situations, first where the siphon sucks fluid up from the
heart and then returns it, secondly sideways and back, and finally downward and back up.
The only power needed in these three arrangements is that required to overcome the
frictional resistance of the flowing fluid.

Figure 11. From the first
law of thermodynamics
the three flow systems in
this figure all require the
same pumping power.

How high can a siphon work? Figure 12 shows that water can be sucked up about
10 m, minus about 1 m to account for frictional loss caused by fluid flow and by the
vapor pressure of the water. So if a siphon tries to raise water more than about 8 m it
won’t work. Similarly, for blood with its different physical properties, a siphon can not
raise blood more than about 7 m.
However, Seymour et al [18] overcame this difficulty by having the heart move up
the neck, see Fig 10c . Choy and Altman [19] have an even cleverer plan – use hearts
and valves at 2 m intervals up the neck. Thus they propose that the Barosaurus has 8
hearts, two in the thorax, and three pairs in the neck, as shown by them and duplicated
here in Fig 13. But fluid mechanics tells that this cannot work.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Figure 12.
Water siphons less than about 9 m high will work [20].
Above about 9 m will not work.
Partial siphons are just nonsense [16].

Figure 13. This design is clever but will not
work. This figure is from Choy and Altman
[19].
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Finally, by assuming a higher atmospheric pressure we have a physically
reasonable explanation for how to operate a siphon taller than 7 m. Figure 14 shows that
when the atmospheric pressure is roughly over 2 bar these long necked creatures could
exist. Thus we tentatively conclude that
the atmospheric pressure at the time of the dinosaurs
had to be higher than one bar, at least 2 bar.
At these higher atmospheric pressures taller siphons would work – at 1 bar 7 m high; at 2
bar 14 m high, and so on.

Figure 14. With a higher
atmospheric pressure taller
siphons will work.

Conclusion
If you allow yourself to entertain the idea that a higher atmospheric pressure, say
between 3 and 5 bar, could have existed in the time of the dinosaurs, it would resolve
two of the anomalies that face us today, which are:
* how a dinosaur’s heart could pump blood 7 or more meters upwards, without
introducing the ideas of multiple hearts (as many as 8), giant hearts, and hearts
located right under their chins, and
13

* how a giant flying quetzalcoatlus had the energy to stay airborne, something
that biology and aerodynamics says is not possible in today’s atmosphere.
All of this leads us to the next fascinating question – what was the atmospheric
pressure before that time? Was it higher still?
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Afterthoughts
Revolutions in the Ideas About Our Earth
The 20th century experienced a revolution in thought about our planet. In 1915,
Alfred Wegener, a meteorologist proposed that the continental land masses drifted about
the world, wrote a book presenting these ideas [1], and supplied evidence to back his
proposal.
The scientific community reacted with: “A pipe dream … a fairy story.”
Geophysicists, almost to a man, completely opposed this theory [2].
Lawrence Bragg in England was intrigued with this theory. He had it translated
from the German and presented it at the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society.
Bragg related that the geology members were “furious.” Until then, he added, he had
never known what it meant to “froth at the mouth.” In fact, he said later, “Words cannot
describe their utter scorn at anything as ridiculous as this theory” [3].
Here was Wegener, making an assertion for which his name would live in
mockery for about 50 years. He was a target of scorn, and his theory provoked jibes,
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jeers, sneers, derision, raillery, burlesque, mockery, irony, satire and sarcasm, but it did
not disappear [4].
After Wegener died in 1930, continental drift theory was all but forgotten , except
that geology professors occasionally held it up to their students as a classical example of
scientific blundering.
It is admirable how the persistent efforts of a handful of Wegener’s converts were
able to overcome the arrogance of the majority. It was not until the 1970s that the
American geology establishment finally accepted this concept, and today we talk of
continental drift as if we always believed it.
This present article asks us to consider that in the past the atmospheric pressure
was much higher than it is now. In reviewing preliminary versions of this paper [5, 6] two
authorities on geology and paleontology heaped ridicule on this proposal. Their review
concluded with:
* “Large pterosaurs are said not to be able to fly in today’s atmosphere for
aerodynamic reasons; however paleontologists do not have a real problem with
pterosaur flight.”
* “Our fields of paleontology-geology are now and then pervaded from the socalled exact ‘sciences’ by ideas which have no basis at all …”
* “Physics has delayed our science for long periods over the last 150 years at
least, it is very counterproductive.”
This paper in its various versions has had a battered history. Here are the journals
that were sent this paper and either returned it unread or just discarded it. Only one
journal had the courtesy to review it before rejecting it.
1.

Science, 1992

2.

Nature, 1992

3.

American Scientist, 1992

4.

Science, 1993

5.

Nature, 1993

6.

Geology, 1993
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7.

ChemTech, 1993

8.

American Scientist, 1994

9.

American Scientist, 1996

10.

The Sciences, 1996

11.

Endeavor, 1996

12.

Chemical Engineering Education, 1996

13.

Chemical Engineering Science, 1998

14.

Science, 1998

Published in Chemical Innovation, May 2000, Dec 2000
15.

Nature, 2004

16.

American Scientist, 2004

17.

The Lancet, 2004

18.

Geology, 2005

It seems that this paper is too radical for today’s journals. In the middle of the
1800 the Royal Society came across a similar situation. They turned down a paper which
developed the important ideal gas law but they kept the original in their archive where
Lord Rayleigh discovered it 50 years later. He then felt that he had to comment on this
sad situation, so he wrote:
“Highly speculative investigations, especially by an unknown author, are
best brought before the world through some other channel than a scientific
society which naturally hesitates to admit into its printed records matter of
uncertain value.”

Lord Rayleigh, Proc. Royal Soc., A183 1 (1892).

So here I present this “ridiculous” idea on internet. I think I have tried journals
long enough to be rewarded with reviews such as “this is a waste of paper.”
We should realize that any idea about our distant past is always accompanied by
uncertainty; however, these ideas suggest new questions which add to the idea or help to
destroy it. One should question and explore new ideas and not dismiss them offhand with
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statements such as “We paleontologists don’t believe in aerodynamic theory,” “physics
has delayed our field for over 150 years,” and “this is a waste of paper” as was done with
this paper.
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